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CONTEST STRATEGY 

CONTEST SEASON AND A PLACE TO WRITE: If you are serious about entering 
competitions, establishing a “contest season” is helpful. This has worked well for me. With this 
approach, I’ve won numerous contests in poetry, essay, short story, and book categories in the 
past four years. I’ve also won thirteen OWFI awards and four national/international book 
awards. I’ll tell you more about my strategy in a minute, but first let me share with you the 
importance of a season to write and a place to write. 

CONTEST SEASON: November: I go to the Eureka Spring Writers Colony to birth short 
stories, poetry, and essays for the Oklahoma Writers Federation, Inc.’s (OWFI) annual contest. 
December: I polish and edit them. January: I submit them to OWFI. I’m then postured to 
submit them to other contests throughout the year and to writers’ conferences I attend that have 
contests. February/March: I judge contests. I learn a lot from judging and gain perspective. It is 
interesting and often humbling to observe what other authors write.  

I take chapters from my in-process books, turn them into stories that fit OWFI’s 
contest category requirements and enter them. When chapters are trimmed to meet 
these contest word-count limits, the piece is always better––richer, stronger, more 
concise. All clutter and anything that doesn’t move the story forward is eliminated. 
I almost always replace the chapter in the books’ manuscripts with the more 
efficient contest entry version. Also, the ten-point feedback I get from judges is 
invaluable and has made the books better. 

A PLACE TO WRITE: I go to the Eureka Springs Writers’ Colony several times a year. The 
rates are economical. There are no distractions–no television, radio, phone, or friends/relatives. 
On weeknights Jana, a fabulous cook, serves a family-style dinner to writers. The locals 
occasionally hold potluck dinners and writers read for them. The Colony also holds writers’ 
workshops from time to time. Check out The Eureka Springs Writers Colony at Dairy Hollow at 
writerscolony.org. Tell Linda Caldwell, the director, that Nikki Hanna sent you. 

A PLACE TO WIN: I attend several writers’ conferences a year. I consider them vacations 
since I get great rates at good hotels in wonderful cities. I also go to the Oklahoma Writers 
Federation, Inc (OWFI) Conference, The Rose State College Conference, and the Nimrod 
Conference in Oklahoma. I usually attend The University of Iowa Writers’ Festival in June or 
July, which is one of the best and most intense workshops in the world. Most conferences have 
contests, and the odds of winning at these is better than many national contests. 

YOUR PROSPECTS: Like with submissions, to win a contest you must have a remarkable, 
quality entry. Nothing else counts as much as that. Learn the craft of writing. Polish, polish, 
polish and use an editor. Submit your best work. Study contest and category requirements and 
meet them. And don’t give up. If you don’t win one year, enter again. 

CONTEST SELECTION: There are hundreds of prospective contests. As with submissions, it helps 
to match contests to your writing style. For example: Some contests are more “literary” than others. I 
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avoid them because I mostly write humorous prose. You might stretch your wings (I apologize for the 
cliche), though, and try a new genre. I’ve dabbled in poetry and fiction just for fun and 
actually won a few honorable mentions. Here are sources for finding contests: 

-The magazine Poets and Writers lists contests. 
-The website winningwriters.com, lists contests (some are fee-based and others are 
free). This site also lists contests and writing services to avoid. 
-Simply Google: writing contests  

National book contests that have numerous categories so you can slot your book into one that’s a 
good match provide the best prospect of winning. This is a real advantage. Some contests will have 
thirty or more categories. Look for one that fits your entry. If you win, you will get gold stickers for 
the front of your book. Here are contests for self-published books that have been good to me: 

 National Indie Excellence Awards                IPPY Book Awards 
            International Book Excellence Awards         USA Best Book Awards 
  
Writer’s Digest has national contests of all sorts throughout the year. Most writers consider them 
prestigious, but entry volumes are high, and competition intense. (There are normally thousands 
of entries.) Local and regional contests are more viable. 

Local contests can be found by Googling “writers’ contests–Oklahoma” (or Kansas, Texas, 
Missouri, Arkansas). Many are offered in combination with writers’ conferences. The Oklahoma 
Center for the Book is a prestigious local contest as is TU’s Nimrod. 

Libraries often sponsor contests. Tulsa City County Library’s contest has about 150 entrants 
each year. Tulsa Night Writers members have done well in this contest. Six of us won last year. This 
contest targets new writers, so I won’t be entering anymore. I’ve become too seasoned. 

Universities often have presses that publish writers. They run contests to find material for 
anthologies and other projects. 

Writers’ conferences almost always include contests. Check to see if you have to attend to win. 
William Bernhardt’s Rose State College Conference in Midwest City, Oklahoma, has been good to 
me, and I won an award at the San Francisco Conference last year. Both were surprises because I 
had entered before and did not win. If you don’t enter, you have no chance to win. Don’t give up. 

Writers groups (some affiliates of OWFI) sponsor contests. Springfield, Missouri’s Writers 
Group has a contest. It is there that I won my first poetry award. (Interestingly, an OWFI judge 
harshly criticized that same poem. Judges opinions vary significantly.) 

OWFI is an exceptional contest in both opportunity and value. The fee is nominal. There are thirty-
some categories, and with three prizes and several honorable mentions per category, the odds of 
winning are good. About 500 entrants participate. Many enter several categories, so entries run 
about 800. It is important to match your entry appropriately with the category. For example, there 
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are subtle differences between inspirational and memoir. An article and an essay are substantially 
different and both are different from a story. Make sure you read each category’s requirement. It’s 
okay to not go up to the word count limit. Keep your entries lean and mean. The 10-point 
feedback from judges in this contest is the best in the industry. Even if you don’t win a prize, 
you benefit from judges’ feedback. And, if you don’t win, you can polish your piece and submit it 
again the next year. And, the piece de resistance of this contest is that you get to attend a banquet 
and be recognized publicly for wins. What’s not to like about this contest? 

CAUTION: There are scams and poorly run contests out there. Some people/organizations run 
contests on the Internet just to make a profit. For that reason, a source like winningwriters.com 
helps target legitimate contests. There is also a website that posts scams: writerbeware.com. 

You newbies out there, please note: publishers should make money when your book sells. If 
someone asks you to pay to publish your book, just know that they make most of their money 
from authors paying to get books published, not from book sales. Marginal sales efforts and 
anemic sales are likely under this scenario. If you can’t get a publisher who will make money 
only when your book sells, go to a vendor like createspace.com (a printing and distribution 
subsidiary of Amazon) and produce your book there. You can order copies cheaper there than 
most anywhere else. Writers’ blogs indicate that many self-published authors find CreateSpace to 
be the cheapest and the best source for printing books. It is rated high on customer service and 
will get your book on Amazon and Kindle at minimal cost. Don’t shell out thousands to a 
publisher who is unlikely to generate substantial sales. 

___________________________ 

MOST COMMON CRAFT ISSUES OBSERVED BY JUDGES 
-Excess words: the, that, all, just, quite, a lot, just, and like (when it is Valley Girl sissy speak) 
-Improper punctuation, especially compound sentences 
-Incomplete sentences (when not done stylistically––judges can tell) 
-Overuse of adverbs and adjectives: really, very, pretty, basically, totally, extremely, literally 
-Subject/Verb Agreement (Google it) 
-Inappropriate/unintentional shifts in tense, person, or point of view 
-Using feel, felt, seem(s), knew, thought (these signal telling not showing) 
-Using opaque words:  they, them, there, this, it, things, items (use more descriptive words) 
-Improper use of commas, semi-colons, and over use of exclamation marks 
-The fatal blandness of academia (you are not writing a term paper or a thesis) 
-Literary showing off: big words or saying, “as we take our departure” instead of “we went home” 
-Triteness––nothing interesting, new, or entertaining 
-Passive vs active voice (Passive = by, be, being, been, is, was, were, would) 
-Lack of voice (personality/style): Voice is what sets a writer apart. 

____________________________ 

HOW TO GET FIRST PLACE 
-Craft: You may get Honorable Mention with a fabulous story and mediocre craft, but First Place is 
 unlikely. It’s a competition. Others will have mastered both story and craft. 

-Proofreading/Editing: Make an editor your wingman. Get a good one and learn from the edits. 
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-Evidence of Change in People and in Circumstance: Show characters evolving. Insert twists and 
  turns throughout the piece. Up the stakes throughout. 

-Strong Beginning and Ending: Start with a bang. Don’t end with a whimper. Nail it. And the middle 
must not suck. 

-A Memorable Title: You want judges to remember yours when they are looking for finalists. 
Poem:  Mom  could be:  I’ve Been Mom-ed 
Essay:  On Aging  could be:  The Inconvenience of Being Old 
Essay:  Today’s News Problems  could be:  The Void of Cognizance in the News 
Blog:     Eating Disorders  could be:  An Adversarial Relationship with Donuts 

-Compelling, Intriguing, Appropriate words: Word choice sets you apart. Make a Thesaurus your best friend. 
  Use more interesting, descriptive words, not bigger ones: 

Don’t say home. . .say hovel, cottage, mansion, bungalow, pad, crib 
Don’t say little. . .say petite, lithe, willowy, dainty, diminutive, elfin 
Don’t say big. . .say Amazonian, massive, towering, enormous, colossal 
Don’t say find out. . .say discover, uncover, explore, fathom, unearth 

And remember this: With a good noun, you don’t need an adjective. With a powerful 
verb, you don’t need an adverb. 

-Words Used In Unusual Ways: For example: use the word feral to describe children on spring 
           break in Florida or to describe love gone wrong: “The feral children.”  “Love turned feral.” 
           Use eccentric to describe a chair, a pickup truck, or a house. 

-Colorful Details and Brilliant Descriptions: Paint a picture of characters, settings, and emotions. 
This sets you apart. Use finesse and don’t overdo. 

Describe wine as articulate or as prancing grapes. 
Describe memories as keen, raw, cruel, delightful, fuzzy, poignant, or haunting 
Describe a bushy beard as overachieving or a buffet as a luau of desserts 
Describe something old as a fossil (even if it’s a sandwich) 
Describe pots on each side of a doorway as earrings. 

-Uniqueness/Originality: Go beyond the ordinary and what readers already know. Avoid being trite 
 at all costs. Give readers information they don’t expect or don’t know they need. Surprise them. 

-VOICE AND STYLE: These are what make your piece memorable. Be brave. Express yourself. 
Don’t tell people what they already know. If you blog, your blog must be original and have a voice. 
So many blogs are b-o-r-i-n-g. 

           ______________________________ 
  

JUDGES PERSPECTIVES: Judges are people, too. They are diverse and their 
requirements vary. Also, in all genres, controversy related to craft, style, and preferred 
content complicate the judging process. Judges’ personal preferences do influence decisions. 
For this reason, if you believe in a piece, don’t give up if it doesn’t win. Keep polishing and 
entering. A different judge may love it. If a judge is too harsh with feedback, consider the 
validity of his comments. Seek revenge by entering the piece in other contests. Maybe you 
will win. I have done so, and I can tell you redemption is sweet. 

______________________________ 
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